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The stylistic features of the story “Sansan” are described by Jeffery Kinkley as “idyllic in  

mood and setting yet tinged with bittersweet passions and hints of repressed conflicts”.1 If we 

read this story in a broader historical context, we will see how the idyllic features of Shen’s 

fiction differentiated him from most of his contemporary writers who consider literature, 

especially fiction as direct response, diagnose, and rescue to national crisis of China in first half 

of the twentieth century. It was also the idyllic style that result in an actual ban on Shen’s works  

from the 1950s to the late 1970s because he was accused of whitewashing the misery of rural 

Chinese in past. On the surface, moderating the acute social conflicts in rural China and 

eulogizing innocent human nature displays Shen’s aloofness and even indifference to the severe 

crisis of China. However, beneath the idyllic landscapes and spontaneous expression of emotion 

lies Shen’s own prescription for the social crisis of modern China. C. T. Hisa attributed Shen’s 

idyllic inclination to his antipathy for both the decadence of bourgeois life and the day-dream of 

Marxist utopia, “With a piety unique in his time he places his faith in the old China, the 

shrinking area of rural and ‘feudal’ economy little touched by mercantilism and still less by 

modern ideological influence…”2  Similarly, David Der-wei Wang summarized Shen’s concern 

over social reality with a term “abstract lyricism”, which is literary effort to rescue China from 

“wars, ideologies, and fixations on immediate reality (that) had driven many Chinese people to 

the extremity of either stupor or fanaticism”.3 In this sense, the idyllic but sentimental mood 

which permeates in Shen’s fiction is not a sign of passive evasion from tough reality but a 

positive preservation of the hope for Chinese to survive in hard time and thrive in promising 

future.  

 
1 Jeffery Kinkley, “Introduction to Sansan” in Imperfect Paradise: Twenty-four Stories,222.  
2 Chih-tsing Hsia, A History of Modern Chinese Fiction 1917-1957, 191.  
3 David Der-wei Wang, The Lyrical in Epic Time: Modern Chinese Intellectuals and Artist through the 1949 Crisis, 81.  
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Although “Sansan” is just the forerunner of Shen’s masterpiece Frontier Town  

(biancheng 边城) and does not represent Shen’s highest fictional skill, it has borne all 

characteristics of Shen’s pastoral lyricism. Inspired by Kinkley’s accurate descriptions of 

stylistic features of “Sansan” and by Hsia and Wang’s conceptual and historical reading of 

Shen’s literary writing, I will discuss how Shen weaves idyllic setting, bittersweet passions, and 

repressed conflicts into abstract lyricism in this story. More specifically, I attempt to answer, 1). 

To what degree Shen Congwen idealizes the setting and purifies the mood to create a utopian 

community for his characters and to what degree does the idealized setting differ from the social 

reality of the Western Hunan where Shen’s hometown and the prototype location of his literary 

world is? 2). How and why does Shen depict Sansan as a naive but highly sentimental rural girl? 

Does this sentimental protagonist derive from Shen’s own identity crisis when he moved to and 

lived in city for a decade but never got accustomed to the urban life? 3). Why does not Shen 

overtly expose the conflicts between Sansan and her mother and those between the two urban 

aliens and rural natives?   

1.Serenity of idyllic landscape, crisis of modern China, and literary legacy of ancient 

China. 

           The description of landscape in “Sansan” can be regarded as a loyal reproduction of 

natural beauty of a typical town of West Hunan, which is usually located in a hilly region and 

with a creek meandering through. However, the foreground scenes, such as the family mill, the 

pond, and the stream, no longer purely display natural beauty when they are infused with certain 

allegorical implications by the writer. These social and psychological meaning behind natural 

scenes is crucial to understand the protagonist Sanan and his mother, since their inner feelings 

and conflicts between them are barely revealed to readers in an explicit way. Beneath the 
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seemingly bland description and narration, there flows a torrential stream of Sansan’s fantasy of 

love and longing for a better life.  

The uniqueness of Sansan’s family is primarily highlighted by the Yang Family Mill, the  

only water-powered mill hulling and grinding rice in the neighborhood. While the mill is 

geographically independent, which is located few hundreds yard outside of the town, it is tightly 

connected to the local economy that depends on rice-growing. It is no wonder that almost all 

households, no matter the landowners or tenant peasants, regularly come to the mill with the 

field grain and left with white rice. Therefore, the mill is not only a private property owned by 

Yang family but also a public space where mill owner’s life is exposed to visitors. Although the 

mill is named Yang, which is a common way to name a family business, the one who is eligible 

to carry on the family lineage has been dead. There is no Mr. Yang but a widow and her only 

daughter Sansan. The ownership of the mill is temporarily transferred in the hand of Mrs. Yang 

because she holds the only offspring of Yang family in custody. However, Sansan is a girl who is 

at least theoretically not an eligible inheritor, instead, the man who marries Sansan in the future 

will become the new owner of the mill. Put differently, the family mill is waiting for a new 

family name. Without fiercely assailing the gender-bias of the Confucian patriarchy and stressing 

the misfortune of the widow and her daughter, Shen Congwen moderates criticism against 

calculation of the visitors, “everyone in the fort wanted this girl who’d grown up in the chaff for 

a daughter-in-law, for they knew her dowry would be a mill built of stone.”4 The stone mill 

raises a puzzle for Lady Yang that she is unable to discriminate the motivations of the men who 

want to marry her daughter. Therefore, she decides to believe fortune teller but not matchmaker.   

At the upstream of the mill, a dam is built to accumulate waterpower for the mill. There  

 
4 Shen Congwen, Imperfect Paradise: Twenty-four Stories, tran. by Jeffery Kinkley, 228.  
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forms a little pond “shaded over on all four sides with tall trees”. Comparative closure of the 

pond offers Sansan an ideal place to spit out her most secret feelings which cannot talk to others 

even to her mother. The fish in the pond not only become the silent listeners of Sansan’s mumble 

but also inspire her idiosyncratic fantasy since they are able to swim along the creek silently and 

freely. Therefore, Sansan is very vigilant to strangers who attempt to angle here. But sometimes 

she fails to expel these accused intruders because the ownership of the pond is not as clear as that 

of the mill and the fish in the pond flow from the upstream of the creek. The dual characteristics 

of the pond, both closure and openness, correspond to the opposite of Sansan’s inner world:  on 

one hand, she enjoys the tranquility of the idyllic landscape and stability of current life, which 

she does not allow anyone to disturb; on the other hand, she is surrounded by deep loneliness and 

aloofness. In this story she has no playmate at her own age. Those cowherd boys are the objects 

of her expulsion. For those accepted anglers who she is already acquainted with, Sansan tells 

them the embarrassed situation how the unwelcome anglers broke their poles. The pond is also 

the location where Sansan first came across the young man from city, who banters Sansan at 

their first meet and shows interest in her life later. The inadvertent appearance of the young man 

and unexpected death of the same person disturbs tranquility of pond and the inner world of 

Sansan. After hearing the death of the young man, Sansan came back to the pond and cautiously 

withdrew to her silent and isolated spiritual world:  

Sansan stood by the stream gazing into its blue-green currents, feeling as if she had lost 

something. She struggled to remember what it was called, but she could not. 

Remembering that Sansan was outside, her mother called her name. “Ma,” she answered, 

“I’m watching the shrimps.”5    

 

If the mill designates the space of the Yang family’s worldly life and network and the  

 
5 Ibid.,255.  
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pond corresponds to Sansan’s spiritual world, the stream not only vitalizes the mill and the pond 

but also strings them together. Geographically, the water-powered mill is affiliated to the stream 

and the pond is part of the stream. Local residents, including Sansan and her mother, in this 

neighborhood are used to orientating themselves by virtue of the stream, because they always 

move along with the stream whether by water or on foot. For the Yang family, the upstream 

refers to the fort where the influential Commander’s home is located, and the periodic fairs are 

held; the downstream connects to an unknown world where the city man comes from and local 

brides will marry to. Besides nurturing their physical life, the stream also inspires Sansan’s 

imagination of an unknown but better life. The imaginary route which she takes in her daydream 

to city is along the stream and the downstream rivers into which it flows: 

Sansan was already upset by her mother’s long absence; she couldn’t make any sense of 

what her mother was saying, and she wasn’t in the mood to hear any more, so she walked 

off while her mother was still talking. Going to the stream, and gazing into its clear 

waters, she remembered what someone had once told her, that the water flowed 

downward, straight down the mountains a hundred miles, until it 

reached the city. She imagined that someday – she couldn’t possibly let anybody know in 

advance just when – she would flow with the waters down into the city, too, and never 

return. Yet she wanted the mill, the fish, the ducks, and her spotted cat all to come with 

her. Not only that, she wanted her mother to be at her side always, for only then could she 

go peacefully to sleep.6       

 

The fluidity of the stream sharply contrasts to the stillness of the mill and pond; the  

unrestrained imagination inspired by the flowing stream contrasts to the Yang family’s routine 

life which is epitomized by the Lady Yang’s mechanical turning around the mill roller when she 

grinds grains. While the stream linking together the fort, the pond, and the mill is a concrete 

constituent of the idyllic landscape, it is also the embodiment of another invisible path through 

which modernized life style invades the serene town along the creeks and rivers, meanwhile, the 

spiritual world of Sansan and her mother extends along the same path. In a broader sense, stream 

 
6 Ibid.,236.  
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or river is an essential element of Shen’s childhood and youth memory and plays an important 

role in his literary writing. A self-reflection on the relationship between water and Shen’s literary 

writing reads, “on this river my imagination grows up. I must rely on this river to review the past 

of my life and anticipate the future. While the river almost claimed my life for several times, 

thanks to her fluidity I still live a good life in this world with a dream of sailing far away.”7  

Although Shen harbored the dream of adventure, he never considered the world and  

life outside must be superior to that of West Hunan where he came from. If we take account of 

the disorder of China in the 1930s and Shen’s first decade experience in city, it is not hard to find 

that the rural homeland fabricated in his stories is much better than the real China in the 

problematic modernization. In this sense, the idyllic landscape in “Sansan” serves as a device to 

moderate both the writer’s and protagonists’ anxiety of identity and provides them with a 

spiritual shelter to resist undesirable influence caused by the outside world, though Shen was 

fully aware that a revolutionary surge is unescapable. Every scene in this story, whether merely 

natural or with allegorical implications, is coated in an idyllic mood. However, Shen’s idyllic 

lyricism is not limited to sentimental nostalgia. David Der-wei Wang attempted to anchor Shen’s 

homesick lyricism to long established literary legacies from antiquity China, which are Peach 

Blossom Grove (taohua yuan 桃花源), the most famous Chinese utopia, and “Yufu” 渔父 (The 

Fisherman) in the Songs of the South (chuci 楚辞) by Qu Yuan.8 Both of these two legacies, 

which also geographically originated in West Hunan, constitute the hypotexts of Shen’s idyllic 

writing and justify Shen’s attempt to rescue China’s crisis in a poetic way.       

 
7 Shen Congwen, “Wode xiezuo yu shui de guanxi 我的写作与水的关系” (The Relationship between My Writing 

and Water) in Congwen Zizhuan (Autobiography of Shen Congwen), 143. I translate this passage. The river 
mentioned here refers to Chen River nearby Fenghuang, Shen’s hometown in West Hunan.  
8 David Der-wei Wang, 101-102.  
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2. The bittersweet passions expressed in silent voice and a struggling way 

As I mentioned above, beneath the peaceful natural landscape these flows anxiety and  

expectation of Sansan and other characters. Unexceptionally, all these characters in this story are 

female. In this female community marriage and urban life are the overt topics which Sansan’s 

mother and other rural women often gossip together in their leisure time, but anxiety and 

imagination of romantic love remains in Sansan’s struggling mind. Either the overt gossip or the 

covert imagination is triggered by the same factor, two strangers from city. These urban aliens, 

especially the pale-faced man, are honorable guests of Mr. Commander who is the most 

influential and respectable figure in this region, which shows privilege owned by the outsiders.  

However, these rural women are unable to figure out the differences between the aliens and 

themselves, ranging from the aliens’ exotic dress, light skin color to the odd lifestyle and strange 

words used by them. They are attracted and puzzled at the same time by everything concerning 

these two aliens who come from an unknown world. For Sansan, the contradictory psychology 

appears to be more concealed, because it is concerned about her one-sided imagination of 

romantic love.  

What they feel in their imaginations is rather complicated and indescribable and are  

called by Jeffery Kinkley as “bittersweet passions”. However, even the paradoxical word 

“bittersweet” appears to be too simple to describe their feelings, which are not a unity of 

opposites between a sweet feeling and a bitter one. One feeling simultaneously bears the 

opposite one and immediately transforms to the opposite, which makes the emotion always stay 

in an undecided situation. The following two passages displays the undecidability of this 

bittersweet emotion. While Sansan was still mad at the pale-faced man who jokingly claimed to 

marry her, her mother insistently visited the man and brought eggs as gift, which made Sansan 
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madder. When her mother came back from the ingratiating visit and aksed Sansan to come back 

home, Sansan verbally refused mother’s call but physically obeyed it:  

Sansan was not to be seen, so her mother stood in the mill house doorway and shouted, 

“Sansan, Sansan, it’s hot out there – your face will get all oily. Don’t go far, and come 

home soon.” On her way back, Sansan whispered to herself, “Sansan is never coming 

home!”9 

 

Here Sansan’s psychological battle consists of two contending forces. Her curiosity about the 

young man’s mysterious identity urges her to know him, but meanwhile, her defensive ego 

desperately denies this unquenchable curiosity. At the night when she run into the pale-faced 

man, he greeted her in a friendly way, though with a bantering tone. Therefore, he might have 

good impression of Sansan; but how dare he respond to Mr. Overseer’s joke of marrying Sansan 

to him in such a frivolous way? Such contradictory ideas incessantly appear in Sansan’s mind 

day and night. Precisely, they are buried in her unconscious, since Sansan consciously refuses to 

acknowledge these ideas, let alone ruminating on them. The inner conflicts are transfer to the 

hidden conflict between Sansan and her mother. From then on Sansan’s moody character 

externalizes as daily verbal conflicts with her mother:  

Every time Mama went to take eggs over to the stockade, she brought back word that the 

people there had asked after Sansan and invited her over for a visit. Sansan just scolded 

her mother for not helping her put up her hair. But sometimes her braids would be just 

fine. Then she would say that she needed a change of clothes before she could go. When 

no such excuse was possible, as the time drew near Sansan would simple refuse to go.10 

 

It is obvious that what Sansan speaks to her mother does not reflect her real feeling and  

intention, but those that he murmured unconsciously to herself give a hint to her deep desires. 

Moreover, those self-talks cannot be understood by their literate meaning. When she says 

“Sansan is never coming home”, she is walking on her way home. Therefore, this sentence 

cannot be interpreted as a rational proposition but an unconscious complaint. It is not a complaint 

 
9 Shen Congwen, Imperfect Paradise: Twenty-four Stories, 236. 
10 Ibid.,247-248. 
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to her mother as it looks like, but a complicated feeling triggered by what happened before. 

Besides the twisted interactions with her mother, the bittersweet emotions of Sansan also display 

in a more hidden way, that is, Sansan’s mild curse on the pale-faced man. Neither can her 

sullenness be perceived, nor her curse be heard by him, because Sansan barely has eye contact 

with him or responds to his greetings. Sansan always remains silent in front of him but let him 

fall into the creek or be attacked by a dog in her idiosyncratic imagination and dream. Like the 

unpredictable anger to mother, the silent curse over the young man is also a method of self-

defense or self-relief from the embarrassing anxiety of Sansan. She will not confess her anxiety 

to the man or even give him a chance to guess what she is anxious about, because the man is the 

source of her anxiety. Sansan’s silence and anxiety can be caused by the huge gap of age, gender, 

social status, education level between her and the pale-faced man, but Shen Congwen does not 

present any external account for them . Instead, he starts to divert the bitter side of Sansan’s 

emotion to the sweet side when the Sansan’s inner conflicts appear to be irreconcilable. When 

Sansan’s mother woke her up in a nightmare and asked what she just dreamed about, “Sansan 

collected herself and smiled at her mother without saying a word.”11 After she finished silent 

revenge through imagining the pale-faced man and his company fell into the creek, “she ran off 

laughing, deciding to pay no more heed to these two men.”12 I argue that Sansan’s spontaneous 

smiling face is the cure prescribed by Shen Congwen for the spiritual shock happens to Sansan. 

Shen endows this adolescent girl with strong spiritual power to resist the overwhelming 

challenge in real world. This idealized poetic response to the painful reality is the “abstract 

lyricism” (chouxiang de shuqing 抽象的抒情) coined by Shen himself and elaborated by David 

 
11 Ibid., 238.  
12 Ibid., 230.  
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Wang. The moderated emotional conflicts depicted in Sansan constitutes the core value of the 

“abstract lyricism” and fit in with the harmonious idyllic landscape, which can be considered the 

ideal spatial location to accommodate such “abstract lyricism”.  

Besides Sansan, Lady Yang also experiences the similar contradictory feelings, though  

the mother’s concern is more over practical matters, i.e., the daughter’s marriage and her 

happiness in future. As I mentioned before, her aloof attitude toward matchmakers depends on 

the well-off life promised by the mill and comes from her suspicion on the motivations of 

Sansan’s suitors. Lady Yang does not want her daughter to suffer what she has suffered as a 

widow; therefore, she has a burning wish to make sure Sansan have a bright future, either in 

physical or spiritual life. On this account, she appears rather ingratiated to the pale-faced man as 

soon as she knows he is an honorable guest of Mr. Commander. Lady Yang joins in the 

imagination of urban life with her daughter and other local women who always gossip together. 

She is rather proud of the closer relationship to the two urban aliens than other female residents, 

meanwhile she worries if Sansan marry to an unknown world far away in city, she will lose her 

daughter forever. The anxiety of Lady Yang is also associated with the disease of the pale-faced 

man and his nurse. Lady Yang has no idea of the job of nurse and the unheard disease allegedly 

only affecting urban residents. She is attracted by the nurse’s good looking and tenderness but 

always loses composure in front of the young woman, whether when she brings eggs to the fort 

or when the nurse returns a visit at the mill. Like Sansan’s idiosyncrasy, Lady Yang’s 

nervousness also illustrates rural Chinese people’s feeling of powerlessness in the confrontation 

of urban civilization. Impassible social gap, lack of education, and patriarchal restraint on 

women block the path for them to embrace modern life; instead, Sansan and her mother have to 

seek spiritual comfort from their mill, pond, and creek.  
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To a large extent, the contradictory feelings in the story correspond to Shen Congwen’s  

own struggling attitude toward the urbanization and modernization. On one hand, Shen 

resolutely set out for an adventurous odyssey to city in the 1920s and boldly chased the city girl 

whom he fell in love with. On the other hand, he was adherent to and proud of his identity as a 

rustic man. His ambitious aspiration of self-realization is always accompanied by his 

stubbornness and sentiment; therefore, he instills his splitting thoughts and feelings to his 

characters, which are the “bittersweet emotions” in the story “Sansan”. Seen from a positive 

perspective, Sansan and her mother never let temporary disappointment and shock develop to a 

deeply sad feeling, even when they know the death of the pale-faced man. At the end of the 

story, Sansan continue to speculate by the pond and her mother returns to work by the millwheel 

shaft. An allegorical reading of these scenes makes us believe that their life will restore calm and 

the spiritual wound will heal silently when time passes. Shen Congwen’s faith in old China and 

praise of the characters of rustic Chinese is more than nostalgia; Instead, he intends to seek a 

spiritual power in the “history with feelings”13 either for himself or for China.   

3. Restricted narrative and moderated conflicts in the story.  

In contrast to the fully developed depictions of setting and psychology, the conflicts  

between characters are rather downplayed. For instance, When Lady Yang visits a fortune-teller 

for the predication of daughter’ marriage, Shen Congwen conceals the result to readers but just 

tells that “her mama had her own ideas” and “she remembered the words on the fortune lot”.14 

Only if readers understand the uniqueness of Yang family’s status in local economy and the a 

widow’s difficulty in a closed patriarchal community, they can start to guess what these ideas are 

 
13 David Der-wei Wang, page 41-42.  
14 Shen Congwen, Imperfect Paradise: Twenty-four Stories, page 228. The second sentence is omitted by Jeffery 
Kinkley in his English translation.  
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and what the fortune lot reads. Actually, Lady Yang’s consideration of Sansan’s marriage is not 

completely disclosed to reader either from her own perspective or the narrator’s perspective at 

the end of the story. Readers must pay attention to some subtle hints, such as Sansan’s mother 

probably tells her daughter’s birthday to Mr. Overseer, which implies a tentative discussion of 

Sansan’s marriage; otherwise, it is will easy to skip crucial plots which lead to complete 

comprehension of the conflicts between characters and their inner world. Similar downplayed 

hints or concealed conflicts can easily be found in other parts. When Lady Yang meets the young 

man for the first time and hears his compliment on her daughter’s cuteness, she “put ideas into 

her head, though she caught herself right away for being so foolish. She hurried back to the mill 

and gaped at Sansan with a silly grin.” Again, we do not know what these ideas in Lady Yang’s 

mind are, though we can infer that she wishes the young man to be her son-in-law. In the passage 

quoted above, the plot is elucidated by the description of the Lady Yang’s psychology and 

appearance. In her effort to restrain the “foolish” idea and from the “silly grin” on her face can 

we make a guess that she is very satisfied with the performance of the young man and considers 

him as ideal son-in-law.  

The highly restricted narrative in this story is dependent on and compatible with the  

lyrical depiction of natural scene and the uncovered inner struggle of characters. If the tension 

between Sansan and her mother or the conflict between Sansan and the young man burst into 

strong conflict, it will spoil serenity of the idyllic setting and externalize the intentionally 

concealed emotions. Shen Congwen is consciously aware of the seriousness of the confrontation 

between rural China and modern China, but he does not let his figures from each side fall into 

direct and sharp conflicts. Sansan only complains the young man with her mother, her curse on 

the young man only occurs in her imagination and dream, and the rural women gossip about the 
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nurse’s identity and the pale-faced man’s disease only when  they are not in presence. Even the 

conflicts between the natives are expressed in a moderated way.  Sansan never defiantly refuses 

mother’s order even when she is mad of her. Also, her mother cautiously selects words to talk 

about her daughter’s marriage with her. Humanistic innocence is prescribed by Song Congwen to 

cure the woud caused by the confrontation between two different culture. The huge gap between 

city and the countryside is more reflected through their ignorance and misunderstanding of the 

other side but not conflict. Shen Congwen uses humorous strokes to moderate the 

misunderstanding in his narrative. For instance, in Sansan imagination residents of city consist of 

two hundred women in white cap and rope, because the woman in white cap and rope, which in 

fact is nurse’s uniform, is the only city girl she knows. On the contrary, the nurse from city 

complains that Sansan does not make a return visit after their first meet. She completely has no 

idea of habit how the natives get along with each other. The most hilarious plot happens when 

Sansan and her mother watches the nurse checking the sick young man’s body temperature:  

They’d been sitting just a while when out came a woman, curiously dressed in a white 

robe and cap. At first Sansan thought it was a man and didn’t dare look too closely. But 

then she heard this person speak and saw her go up to the city man. She stuffed a tiny 

white pipette into the mouth of his white face and took his hand – touched it for quite 

some time – then took something that appeared to be a kind of writing brush and wrote 

some numbers on a piece of paper. When the gentleman asked, “How many d’ geese?” 

the figure in white was heard to reply, “The same as yesterday.” It was only when she 

laughed, at another query, that Sansan knew for sure it was a woman. Mama seemed just 

now to have come to the same conclusion; puzzled at this talk of “geese,” mother and 

daughter looked at each other and suppressed a smile.    

 

 A reader must read this passage carefully and slowly, paying attention to details; 

otherwise, he or she may be unable to understand what happens here. The fact that the woman is 

a nurse is not revealed to readers because the passage above is reported from the perspective of 

Sansan and her mother who do not know the word “nurse” for a simple reason that they do not 

have such a concept. Therefore, all medical words are presented in an indirect way for the 
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perspective of the ignorant protagonists:  “tiny white pipette” refers to clinical thermometer; 

“numbers on a piece of paper” means temperature in degrees; “d’geese” is homophonous of  

“degree”. However, Jeffery Kinkley’s translation has greatly reduced the opaqueness in original 

Chinese text:  

坐了一会儿，出来了一个穿白袍戴白帽装扮古怪的女人。三三先还以为是男子，不

敢细细的望。到后听到这女人说话，且看她站到城里人身旁，用一根小小管子塞到

那白脸男子口里去，又抓了男子的手捏着，捏了好一会，拿一枝好象笔的东西，在

一张纸上写了些什么记号。那先生问“多少豆，”就听到回答说：“同昨天一

样。”且因为另外一句话，听到这个人笑，才晓得那是一个女人。这时似乎妈妈那

一方面，也刚刚才明白这是一个女人，且听到说“多少豆”，以为奇怪，所以两人

望望，都抿着嘴笑了起来。 

 

      In Chinese origin what the nurse writes down on paper is not “number” (数字) but “mark” 

(记号), which means it is harder for a Chinese reader to associate the “mark” with body 

temperature. However, it is a brilliant literary technique to depict Sansan and her mother’s 

ignorance of the urban life. Neither of them has learnt to read, let alone having knowledge of 

western medicine. It is probable that they did not see Hindu-Arabic numbers before, which the 

nurse most likely to write down. Therefore, the numbers remain as mysterious marks to them. I 

argue that Shen Congwen intentionally avoids the usage of  medical words like “nurse”, 

“thermometers.” He prioritizes the depiction of character’s ignorance and curiosity to providing 

readers a clear and fluent narration. A more convincing evidence of this argument is that he uses 

the Chinese character “豆 dou”, which means “bean”, as the homophone of the word 度 “degree” 

whose pronunciation is “du”. However, the homophonic relationship between these two words is 

based on the writer’s West Hunan accent but not on standard Mandarin. Even for native Chinese 

reader who do not perceive this, it is almost impossible to make an association between these 
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two words. In this sense, Shen’s pursuit in depicting character’s inner conflict to some extent 

hurts readability of this story, though this defect is partly corrected in English translation.  

4. Conclusion 

              I respectively analyzed description of setting, psychology of protagonist, and narrative 

style of “Sansan” in this paper. On the text level, I attempt to find evidences to illustrate the 

stylistic features of this story summarized by Jeffery Kinkley, which are “idyllic mood and 

setting”, “bittersweet emotions”, and “repressed conflicts”. As I argued above, idyllic description 

of natural scene on the surface needs an allegorical reading, if we take economic, social, or 

gender accounts into consideration. The Yang family Mill, the pond, the creek, and the fort at 

upstream have different metaphorical connotations and constitute a utopia-like space, which as 

David Wang argues corresponds to remote legacies of Chinese literature. Like great ancient 

poets Qu Yuan and Tao Yuanming, Shen Congwen does not passively express his dissatisfaction 

of immediate realities; instead, he endeavors to create a peaceful literary world where the 

medicine for Chinese modern crisis is prescribed and promise of Chinese nation is preserved. 

This approach is named by himself as “abstract lyricism”  and further elaborated by David Wang 

as a way to record the “history of feelings” (youqing de lishi 有情的历史). Under the guidance 

of abstract lyricism, it is natural for Shen Congwen to moderate the bitter feelings of his 

characters and downplay conflicts between them. Due to the space limit, I did not make 

comparison between this story and other similar stories and fictions written by the same writer 

which will allow us to have better understanding of the image of his female rustic girls. It would 

be more interesting to make comparison between Sansan and some typical female characters in 

Lu Xun and other left-wing writers’ fiction. This comparison will lead us to understand the 

uniqueness of Shen Congwen and his steadfast humanistic stance in the twentieth century China.   
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